Installs In

Easy Steps!
Cut at 22" above ground

R

Thank you for purchasing the DirtyBirdDirtyTM
Septic Vent Concealer.TM You are just 3 steps away
from converting that ugly air in-take pipe* into an attractive
pedestal with matching birdbath basin.
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Unpack contents. Make sure ground is fairly
level at base of pipe. Cut pipe with saw at
22" above ground.

*Only for use with 4" AIRVAC Air In-Take Systems
R

Included Parts:

No more than 20 lbs.
No more than 12" high

Required Tools:
Hand Saw

Basin

Slide the pedestal over top of the cut pipe. Push
down until base is flush with the ground. Your air
in-take is now fully functional! You can use it as a
pedestal* or proceed to the next step.
*Do not place an item more than 20 lbs.
or higher than 12 inches on top of pedestal.

Pedestal

• 100% Rotomolded LDPE
(Low Density Polyethylene)

• Limited Lifetime Warranty
on Breaking and Chipping**

• All Stainless Steel Hardware

• Recyclable

• Fade Resistant (UV Stabilized)

• Made in USA

Align threaded basin stem with hole on
pedestal. Turn basin clockwise just until it
stops. Your air in-take has been converted
into a beautiful birdbath. Fill with water!
Basin can be easily removed for periodic
cleaning.

This model of The Dirty Bird has been specifically designed to be used with AIRVAC Air-Intake Systems. It is
equipped with a 1/4" Stainless Steel mesh screen. The screen helps to protect from foreign objects obstruction your
air in-take and does not require any maintenance. Remember, there are options when it comes to using The Dirty
Bird . It can be used as a birdbath, or a pedestal to hold your favorite potted plant, sundial, etc. Enjoy!
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Questions & Comments:
info@thedirtybird.com
www.thedirtybird.com
1.866.968.9668

providing design solutions for an evolving society

**BS Design Corp. agrees to replace any product pedestal or basin which breaks or chips, other than due to external impact, for the
life of the ownership of the product with original receipt presented at the time of warranty claim. This warranty is the only warranty
covering the product and there are no other warranties of any kind including warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular
purpose, or non-infringement of intellectual property. In no event will BS Design Corp., it's suppliers, or dealers be liable for any
damages whatsoever arising out of your improper installation or misuse of this product.
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